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Abstract

The tree matching problem is considered of given labeled treesP andT , determining if the pattern
treeP can be obtained from the text treeT by deleting degree-one and degree-two nodes an
the case of unordered trees, by also permuting siblings. The constrained tree inclusion pro
more sensitive to the structure of the pattern tree than the general tree inclusion problem.
it can be solved in polynomial time for both unordered and ordered trees. Algorithms based
restricted subtree homeomorphism algorithm of M.-J. Chung [J. Algorithms 8 (1) (1987) 106
are presented that solve the constrained tree inclusion problem in O(m1.5n) time on unordered tree
with m andn nodes, and in O(mn) time on ordered trees, using O(mn) additional space.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Combinatorial algorithms; Tree inclusion; Tree pattern matching; Subtree homeomorphism; Su
isomorphism; Noncrossing bipartite matching

1. Introduction

The tree inclusion problem was introduced in[1, Ex. 2.3.2-22]and further studied in
[2], motivated by the study of query languages for structured text databases, and ha
received much attention, from the theoretical side and also as a primitive for que
collections of XML documents[3–5]. Given a pattern treeP and a text treeT , both with
labels on the nodes, the tree inclusion problem consists in locating the smallest sub
T that includeP , where a tree is included in another tree if can be obtained from the
by deleting nodes and, in the case of unordered trees, by also permuting siblings. D
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Fig. 1. The three forms of the same query (to the left) are all included at the node labeled A in the text tree
right).

a nodev from a tree entails deleting all edges incident tov and inserting edges connectin
the parent ofv (for nonroot nodes) with the children (if any) ofv.

Tree inclusion has two main drawbacks. First, the solution to a tree inclusion quer
pattern tree in a text tree is not sensitive to the structure of the query, in the sense th
for ordered trees, many structural forms of the same pattern (that is, many different p
trees with the same labeling) may be included in the same text tree. As a matter o
any smallest supertree under minor containment[6] of a set of pattern trees includes all
the pattern trees (although not necessarily in a minimal way). For instance, three di
structural forms of the same query or pattern tree are shown inFig. 1which are all included
in the same text tree.

The second drawback is the complexity of tree inclusion. The tree inclusion proble
unordered trees is NP-hard[2,7], although it can be solved in polynomial time on orde
trees. A dynamic programming algorithm was given in[2] that solves the ordered tre
inclusion problem in O(mn) time and space in the worst case and also on the averag
a pattern tree withm nodes and a text tree withn nodes. Several improvements were sin
proposed[8–10].

These drawbacks stem from the generality of tree inclusion. In this paper, a const
form of the tree inclusion problem is presented which is more sensitive to the struct
the pattern tree and can be solved in polynomial time, on both unordered and ordere
In the constrained formulation, a tree is included in another tree if can be obtained fro
latter by deleting degree-one and degree-two nodes and, in the case of unordered t
also permuting siblings. Therefore, it is related to the problem of finding homeomo
subtrees in a tree. The solution method used is based on the restricted subtree hom
phism algorithm of[11], which involves solving a series of maximum bipartite match
problems. The constrained tree inclusion algorithm takes O(m1.5n) time using O(mn) ad-
ditional space on unordered trees withm andn nodes, and can be improved using a re
of [12] to run in O((m1.5/ logm)n) time, on trees labeled from an alphabet of size boun
by a constant[13, Lemma 6].
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Remark 1. Note that the subtree homeomorphism algorithm of Chung[11] solves a re-
stricted form of the problem only, in which a pattern tree is homeomorphic to the w
subtree rooted at some node of the text tree. Further, both the subtree homeomo
algorithm of[11] and the subtree isomorphism algorithm of[12] deal with unlabeled tree
only. The constrained tree inclusion algorithm presented in this paper solves the g
subtree homeomorphism problem on labeled trees, without the aforementioned
tions.

For ordered trees, a simple algorithm for the noncrossing bipartite matching prob
also presented that takes time linear in the number of vertices of the bipartite grap
constrained tree inclusion algorithm takes thus O(mn) time using O(mn) additional space
on ordered trees withm andn nodes.

Constrained tree inclusion is related to the tree edit problem. As a matter of fact,
inclusion the elementary edit operation of insertion is forbidden and thus, constraine
inclusion is polynomially equivalent to degree-two tree edit distance, in which a nod
be deleted only when it is a leaf or has one child. The degree-two tree edit distance p
can be solved in O(mnmin(deg(P ),deg(T ))) time on unordered trees, and in O(mn) time
on ordered treesP andT with m andn nodes, respectively[14,15], using O(mn) additional
space.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The constrained tree inclusion pr
is defined in Section2, where the necessary notation is also introduced. The solutio
constrained tree inclusion problems on unordered trees in addressed in Section3, where an
algorithm based on the restricted subtree homeomorphism algorithm of[11] is described
that solves the constrained tree inclusion problem in O(m1.5n) time using O(mn) additional
space, on unordered trees withm andn nodes. The algorithm, which involves the soluti
of a series of small maximum bipartite matching problems, is extended in Section4 to
ordered trees by means of a simple algorithm to find a noncrossing matching coveri
of the bipartite sets in an ordered bipartite graph. The constrained tree inclusion prob
thus solved in O(mn) time and space, on ordered trees withm andn nodes. Finally, some
conclusions are outlined in Section5.

2. Constrained tree inclusion

In the tree inclusion problem, a pattern treeP is included in a text treeT if P can
be obtained by deleting some nodes fromT and, in the case of unordered trees, by a
permuting sibling nodes[2]. In constrained tree inclusion, these deletion operations
allowed on degree-one nodes (leaves) and degree-two nodes (with one child) only.

All trees considered in this paper will be rooted trees, and the following notation
be used. The set of nodes and the set of edges of a treeT are denoted byV (T ) andE(T ),
respectively. The number of children of nodev in treeT is denoted byoutdeg(T , v) or
just outdeg(v), if T is clear from the context. The subtree ofT rooted at nodev ∈ V (T )

is denoted byT [v]. The label of nodev ∈ V (T ) is denoted bylabel(v). Further,root(T )

denotes the root of treeT , andP ∼= T denotes that treesP andT are isomorphic.
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Fig. 2. A pattern treeP (to the left) included in a text treeT (to the right).P can be obtained fromT by deleting
degree-one and degree-two nodes, as shown from right to left.

Definition 2. A treeP is included in a treeT , denoted byP � T , if eitherP ∼= T or there
is a sequence of nodesv1, v2, . . . , vk in V (T ) such that

• Ti+1 ∼= delete(Ti, vi+1),
• outdeg(Ti, vi+1) � 1

for 1� i � k − 1, with T0 ∼= T andTk
∼= P .

Example 3. The pattern treeP is included in the text treeT shown inFig. 2. P ∼= T2 can be
obtained fromT ∼= T0 by deleting degree-one and degree-two nodes:T1 ∼= delete(T0,w)

andT2 ∼= delete(T1, y).

It follows from Definition 2that the constrained tree inclusion relation is both reflex
and transitive.

3. Solving constrained tree inclusion problems on unordered trees

Constrained tree inclusion is not a trivial problem. The number of pattern trees th
included in a text tree is exponential in the number of nodes of the text tree.

Example 4. The ordered tree represented bya(b, c(a, b), d) has 32 nonempty include
subtrees, represented bya, a(a), a(a, d), a(b), a(b, a), a(b, a, d), a(b, b), a(b, b, d),
a(b, c(a)), a(b, c(a), d), a(b, c(a, b)), a(b, c(a, b), d), a(b, c(b)), a(b, c(b), d), a(b, c),
a(b, c, d), a(b, d), a(c(a)), a(c(a), d), a(c(a, b)), a(c(a, b), d), a(c(b)), a(c(b), d), a(c),
a(c, d), a(d), b, c, c(a), c(a, b), c(b), d , but does not include the four subtrees rep
sented bya(a, b), a(a, b, d), a(b, a, b), a(b, a, b, d), which would require the deletion o
a degree-three node (with two children). Further, there are 32+ 50= 82 nonempty sub
trees included in the unordered tree represented by the same term: the previous 32 s
anda(a(a, b), b), a(a, b), a(a, b, d), a(a, d, b), a(b, c(b, a)), a(b, c(b, a), d), a(b, d, a),
a(b, d, b), a(b, d, c(a)), a(b, d, c(a, b)), a(b, d, c(b)), a(b, d, c(b, a)), a(b, d, c), a(c(a),

b), a(c(a), b, d), a(c(a), d, b), a(c(a, b), b, d), a(c(a, b), d, b), a(c(b), b), a(c(b), b, d),
a(c(b), d, b), a(c(b, a)), a(c(b, a), b), a(c(b, a), b, d), a(c(b, a), d), a(c(b, a), d, b),
a(c, b), a(c, b, d), a(c, d, b), a(d, a), a(d, a, b), a(d, b), a(d, b, a), a(d, b, b), a(d, b,

c(a)), a(d, b, c(a, b)), a(d, b, c(b)), a(d, b, c(b, a)), a(d, b, c), a(d, c(a)), a(d, c(a), b),
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a(d, c(a, b)), a(d, c(a, b), b), a(d, c(b)), a(d, c(b), b), a(d, c(b, a)), a(d, c(b, a), b),
a(d, c), a(d, c, b), c(b, a). Again, the 14 subtrees represented bya(a, b, b), a(a, b, b, d),
a(a, b, d, b), a(a, d, b, b), a(b, a, b), a(b, a, d, b), a(b, b, a), a(b, b, a, d), a(b, b, d, a),
a(b, d, a, b), a(b, d, b, a), a(d, a, b, b), a(d, b, a, b), a(d, b, b, a) are not included in the
previous unordered tree, because that would require the deletion of a degree-thre
Notice thata(a, b) is not included as an ordered tree, because it would require deleti
the node labeledc, which has degree three ina(b, c(a, b), d), although it is indeed include
as an unordered tree.

As a matter of fact,a(a, b) can be obtained froma(b, c(a, b), d) by deleting two degree
one nodes and one degree-two node, and permuting sibling nodes.

The key to an efficient solution lies in the fact that a constrained tree inclusion pro
instance can be decomposed into a series of smaller, independent problem instanc
matter of fact, it will be shown that in order to determine whether or notP [v] � T [w],
where nodev ∈ V (P ) has childrenv1, v2, . . . , vp and nodew ∈ V (T ) has children
w1,w2, . . . ,wt , it suffices to know ifP [x] � T [y] for all x ∈ {v, v1, v2, . . . , vp} and
y ∈ {w1,w2, . . . ,wt }.

Definition 5. Let P andT be unordered trees, and letw ∈ V (T ). The included subtrees
nodew, denoted byS(w), are the set

S(w) = {
v ∈ V (P ) | P [v] � T [w]}.

That is,S(w) is the set of roots of those subtrees ofP that are included inT [w]. Two
direct consequences of the previous definition are given next.

Fact 6. For all nodes v ∈ V (P ) and w ∈ V (T ), P [v] � T [w] if and only if v ∈ S(w).

Fact 7. P � T if and only if {w ∈ V (T ) | root(P ) ∈ S(w)} �= ∅.

The next result ensures correctness of decomposing a constrained tree inclusion p
in independent subproblems.

Lemma 8 (Chung). Let v ∈ V (P ) have children v1, v2, . . . , vp , and let w ∈ V (T ) have
children w1,w2, . . . ,wt . Then, P [v] � T [w] if and only if either there is a child wj of w

such that P [v] � T [wj ], or label(v) = label(w) and there is a subset of p different nodes
{u1, u2, . . . , up} ⊆ {w1,w2, . . . ,wt } such that P [vi] � T [ui] for 1� i � p.

Lemma 9. Let T be a tree. There is a sequence of node deletion operations that transform
T into the tree T ′ with V (T ′) = {root(T )} and E(T ′) = ∅.
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Proof. By deleting all nonroot nodes ofT in postorder, the children (if any) of a node w
have already been deleted when the node is considered for deletion, meaning the n
become a degree-one node (a leaf), which can thus be deleted.�
Corollary 10. P [v] � T [parent(w)] if P [v] � T [w], for all nodes v ∈ V (P ) and all non-
root nodes w ∈ V (T ).

Proof. P [v] � T [w], andT [w] can be obtained fromT [parent(w)] by deletingT [x] for
all siblingsx of nodew and, then, deleting nodeparent(w), which has become either
degree-one or a degree-two node.�

Proof of Lemma 8. (If.) Immediate. (Only if.) In the first case,P [v] can be obtained
from T [w] by deletingT [w1], T [w2], . . . , T [wj−1], T [wj+1], . . . , T [wt ] and, then, delet
ing nodew, which has become either a degree-one or a degree-two node. In the s
case,P [v] can be obtained fromT [w] by deletingT [wi] for all wi ∈ {w1,w2, . . . ,wt } \
{u1, u2, . . . , up}. �

Remark 11. A result similar toLemma 8was enunciated without proof in[11, Lemma 1]
for the restricted subtree homeomorphism problem but does not carry over to
strained tree inclusion (it does not even hold for subtree homeomorphism) becaus
tion of degree-one nodes, not only of degree-two nodes, is required forLemma 9to
hold.

Now, the set of included subtreesS(w) can be computed for each nodew ∈ V (T ) in a
bottom-up way, as follows.

Algorithm 1. A procedure call of the formincluded(P,T ,S) to the algorithm shown in
Fig. 3, whereP andT are unordered trees, computesS = {w ∈ V (T ) | root(P ) ∈ S(w)}.
Thus,P � T if and only if S �= ∅.

Lemma 12. The constrained tree inclusion algorithm is correct.
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procedure includedP,T ,S

S := ∅
unmark all nodesw ∈ V (T )

for all nodesw ∈ V (T ) in postorderdo
S(w) := {v ∈ V (P ) | outdeg(v) = 0∧ label(v) = label(w)}
if outdeg(w) �= 0 then

for all childreny of w do

S(w) := S(w) ∪ S(y)

end for
for all nonleaf nodesv ∈ V (P ) with outdeg(v) � outdeg(w) and
label(v) = label(w) in postorderdo

if v /∈ S(w) then
construct a bipartite graphG

with vertices all childrenx of v and all childreny of w

andx adjacent withy if and only if x ∈ S(y)

if there is a matching inG with outdeg(v) edgesthen

S(w) := S(w) ∪ {v}
end if

end if
end for
end if
if nodew is unmarked androot(P ) ∈ S(w) then

S := S ∪ {v}
markw and all ancestors ofw
end if
end for

end procedure

Fig. 3. Constrained tree inclusion algorithm for unordered trees. Given unordered treesP and T ,
included(P,T ,S) computesS = {w ∈ V (T ) | root(P ) ∈ S(w)}.

Proof. Follows fromLemma 8. Notice that, all leavesv ∈ V (P ) with label(v) = label(w)

are added toS(w) for all nodesw ∈ V (T ), both leaves and nonleaf nodes, in postor
A leaf v ∈ V (P ) with v ∈ S(w) for a nonleaf nodew ∈ V (T ) corresponds to a constraine
tree inclusionP [v] � T [w] in whichT [wj ] is deleted for all childrenwj of nodew. Note
also that by marking all ancestors of a nodew ∈ V (T ) with root(P ) ∈ S(w), only the (roots
of) smallest subtrees ofT that includeP are collected inS. �
Lemma 13. The constrained tree inclusion algorithm takes O(m1.5n) time using O(mn)

additional space, on unordered trees with m and n nodes.

Proof. Let P andT be unordered trees with nodes{v1, v2, . . . , vm} and{w1,w2, . . . ,wn},
respectively. The time complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the solution of
ries of small maximum bipartite matching problems. Since a maximum matching pro
on a bipartite graph withr and s vertices can be solved in O(r1.5s) time [16], the time
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complexity of the algorithm is

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

O
(
outdeg(wi)outdeg(vj )

1.5)

=
n∑

i=1

O
(
m1.5outdeg(wi)

) (
because

m∑
j=1

outdeg(vj ) = m − 1

)

= O(m1.5n)

(
because

n∑
i=1

outdeg(wi) = n − 1

)
.

Regarding space complexity, the collection of setsS(w) for w ∈ V (T ) is stored in a two-
dimensional arrayS of m by n integers, indexed by the postorder number of the node
the trees and with the representation invariant thatS(order(v),order(w)) if and only if v ∈
S(w), for all nodesv ∈ V (P ) andw ∈ V (T ). The algorithm thus uses O(mn) additional
space. �
Example 14. Consider the pattern treeP and text treeT shown inFig. 4. The constrained
tree inclusion algorithm computes the setS(w) of pattern nodesv such thatP [v] � T [w],
for each text nodew. Then, P � T , becauseroot(P ) = 9 ∈ {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} =
S(18) = S(root(T )) and, furthermore,root(P ) /∈ S(w) for all nonroot nodesw of T . That
is, the pattern is included in the text but not in any proper subtree of the text.

w S(w)

1 {2}
2 {2}
3 {1,2,4,5}
4 {1,2,4,5,6}
5 {6}
6 {1,4,5}

w S(w)

7 {2}
8 {1,2,4,5,6}
9 {1,2,4,5,6}

10 {1,4,5}
11 {1,2,4,5,6,7}
12 {1,2,4,5,6,7,8}

w S(w)

13 {1,4,5}
14 {6}
15 {6}
16 {2,6}
17 {1,2,3,4,5,6}
18 {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}

Fig. 4. Unordered pattern treeP with m = 9 nodes (to the left) and text treeT with n = 18 nodes (to the right)
The postorder number is show next to each node.
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Now, the output of the constrained tree inclusion algorithm, that is, the setS(w) of
pattern nodesv such thatP [v] � T [w], for each text nodew, is sufficient for obtaining the
actual pattern as a constrained subtree of the text, for instance in the form of a map
pattern nodes to text nodes. Then, those text nodes which no pattern node is mappe
be deleted (in an appropriate order, to ensure that only degree-one and degree-tw
are deleted) from the text to obtain the pattern.

Remark 15. Notice that the construction problem is not dealt with in related algorit
for restricted subtree homeomorphism[11] and subtree isomorphism[12], in which only
the decision problem is solved. Furthermore, the approach used in[17, Section 4.2]of
constructing a subtree isomorphism based on the solutions to all the maximum bi
matching problems solved by the algorithm does not extend to subtree homeomorph
constrained tree inclusion, because it is based on the existence of a unique subtree
phism contained in these solutions.

Given a pattern treeP , a text treeT , and the solutionS computed by the constrained tr
inclusion algorithm, together with the solutionsB to all the bipartite matching problem
an actual mappingM of pattern nodes to text nodes can be obtained by performi
simultaneous traversal ofP andT , mapping each nodev of P to the first nodew of T

found such that

• v ∈ S(w),
• label(v) = label(w),
• {v,w} ∈ B.

However, in the constrained tree inclusion algorithm one bipartite matching pro
is solved involving the children of each nonleaf nodev of P and the children of eac
nonleaf nodew of T with outdeg(v) � outdeg(w) and label(v) = label(w), while only
one bipartite matching problem needs to be solved for each nonleaf nodev of P in order
to obtain the node mapping underlying the solutionS computed by the constrained tr
inclusion algorithm. Those solutions to bipartite matching problems needed in ord
construct the mapping of pattern nodes to text nodes are computed again by the fo
algorithm, in order to keep the presentation clear.

Algorithm 2. A procedure call of the formsubtree(P,T ,S,M) to the algorithm shown in
Fig. 5, whereP andT are unordered trees andS(v) = {w ∈ V (T ) | v ∈ S(w)} for all v ∈
V (P ), computes a node mappingM :V (P ) → V (T ) such that a subtree ofT isomorphic to
P can be obtained by deleting those nodesw ∈ V (T ) for which there is no nodev ∈ V (P )

with M(v) = w.

Lemma 16. The constrained tree inclusion construction algorithm is correct.

Proof. Let B be the solutions to all maximum bipartite matching problems, and letB(v)

be the unique text node associated withv in B, for all nonroot pattern nodesv. Let also
B(root(P )) be the first nodew of T in preorder such thatroot(P ) ∈ S(w). It follows from
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procedure subtreeP,T ,S,M

if root(P ) ∈ S(root(T )) then
let w be the first node ofT in preorder

such thatroot(P ) ∈ S(w) andlabel(root(P )) = label(w)

setM(root(P )) to w

for all nonleaf nodesv of P in preorderdo
construct a bipartite graphG

with vertices all childrenx of v and all childreny of M(v)

andx adjacent withy if and only if x ∈ S(y)

find a maximum matching inG
for all childrenx of v do

let z be the node adjacent withx in the maximum matching
let y be the first node ofT [z] in preorder

such thatx ∈ S(y) andlabel(x) = label(y)

setM(x) to y

end for
end for

end if
end procedure

Fig. 5. Constrained tree inclusion construction algorithm for unordered trees. Given unordered treesP andT ,
and givenS(v) = {w ∈ V (T ) | v ∈ S(w)} for all nodesv of P , subtree(P,T ,S,M) computes a mappingM of P

into T as a constrained-included subtree.

Lemma 12that there is a constrained tree inclusion mappingM associating a text nod
M(v) of T [B(v)] with each pattern nodev.

These subtreesT [B(v)] for all pattern nodesv are not pairwise disjoint, but the simu
taneous preorder traversal ofP andT ensures that ifv comes beforev′ in preorder, thenv
is mapped to a nodeM(v) of T [B(v)] − T [B(v′)]. �
Corollary 17. The constrained tree inclusion construction algorithm also takes O(m1.5n)

time using O(mn) additional space, on unordered trees with m and n nodes.

Example 18. Consider again the pattern treeP with m = 9 nodes and text treeT with
n = 18 nodes ofExample 14, shown inFig. 6. The mapping of pattern nodes to text nod
produced by the previous algorithm, illustrated in the drawing by highlighting ma
nodes in the text tree and showing to the left of each mapped node the postorder n
of the pattern node which the text node is mapped to, is the following:

v B(v) M(v) 0v B(v) M(v) v B(v) M(v)

9 – 18 2 16 16 7 11 11
3 17 17 4 4 3 5 10 10
1 13 13 8 12 12 6 9 8

B(v) is the text node associated with nonroot pattern nodev in the maximum bipartite
patching. The pattern tree can be obtained from the text tree by deleting all unm
nodes, that is, the nodes with postorder number 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 14, 15, for in
during a postorder traversal of the text tree.
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Fig. 6. Constrained inclusion of an unordered pattern treeP with m = 9 nodes (to the left) in a text treeT with
n = 18 nodes (to the right). The postorder number is shown to the right of each node. Mapped text no
highlighted, with the postorder number of the corresponding pattern node shown to the left.

4. Solving constrained tree inclusion problems on ordered trees

When it comes to ordered trees, a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for a p
tree to be included in a text tree is that the postorder traversal of the pattern be
sequence of the postorder traversal of the text. Such a test can be used as a fast
pattern matching applications, because the problem of searching a string of lengthm as a
subsequence of a string of lengthn can be solved in O(m + n) time [18–20].

Now, it turns out that the previous algorithm for constrained tree inclusion on unor
trees can be used to solve the constrained tree inclusion problem on ordered trees
The series of maximum bipartite matching problems become now matching proble
ordered bipartite graphs.

Definition 19. An ordered bipartite graph is a bipartite graphG = (V ∪ W,E) with order-
ingsV = (v1, v2, . . . , vp) andW = (w1,w2, . . . ,wq).

A matching in an ordered bipartite graph is a noncrossing matching in the bip
graph, with respect to the given orderings on the bipartite sets of vertices.

Definition 20. A noncrossing matchingM in an ordered bipartite graphG = (V ∪ W,E)

is a subset of edgesM ⊆ E such that no two edges are incident to the same vertex an
two edges are crossing, that is, for all edges(vi,wk) and(vj ,w�) in M , i < j if and only
if k < �.

The problem of finding a noncrossing matching of a bipartite graph withn vertices can
be solved in O(n log logn) time [21,22]. However, the decision problem of whether
ordered bipartite graph(V ∪ W,E) has a noncrossing matching of size|W | can be solved
in O(n) time, wheren = |V | + |W |.

As a matter of fact, given an ordered bipartite graph(V ∪ W,E), the greedy strategy o
always choosing the first noncrossing edge joining some vertexvi ∈ V with vertexwj ∈ W ,
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function matchingV,W,E

i := 1
for j := 1 to |W | do

while i � |V | − |W | + j and (vi ,wj ) /∈ E do
i := i + 1

end while
if i � |V | − |W | + j then

do nothing: edge(vi ,wj ) belongs to the matching
i := i + 1

else
return false

end if
end for
return true

end function

Fig. 7. Noncrossing bipartite matching algorithm. Given a bipartite graph(V ∪ W,E) = G, matching(V ,W,E)

returns true if and only if there is a noncrossing matching ofG covering all vertices ofW .

for 1 � j � |W |, gives a noncrossing matching with|W | edges, as long as such a match
does exist. The following algorithm is an efficient implementation.

Algorithm 3. A function call of the formmatching(V ,W,E) to the algorithm shown in
Fig. 7, returns true if and only if there is a noncrossing matching of the ordered bip
graph(V ∪ W,E) covering all vertices ofW .

Remark 21. Note that the noncrossing bipartite matching problem is polynomially equ
lent to a variant of the sequence inclusion problem. As a matter of fact, letG = (V ∪W,E)

be an ordered bipartite graph withV = (v1, v2, . . . , vp) andW = (w1,w2, . . . ,wq), where
p � q. Then, there is a noncrossing matching inG covering all vertices ofW if and only
if there is a subsequencevi1vi2 . . . viq of v1v2 . . . vp such that(vij ,wj ) ∈ E for 1 � j � q,
if and only if w1 ∈ v1v2 . . . vp at position, say,k1 andwi ∈ vki−1+1 . . . vp at positionki , for
2� i � q.

Lemma 22. The noncrossing bipartite matching algorithm is correct.

Proof. Let V = (v1, v2, . . . , vp) and W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wq). For 1� j � q, the edge
(vi,wj ) with the smallesti for i � p − (q − j) is added to the matching. Choosi
the smallest suchi guarantees that the matching is noncrossing, and the upper b
p − (q − j) guarantees that the noncrossing matching can be completed to sizeq with the
remainingq − j edges (if they exist). Now, as soon as no such noncrossing edge(vi,wj )

exists for a vertexwj , no noncrossing matching of sizeq exists and the matching procedu
fails. Otherwise, one noncrossing edge belongs to the matching for eachj with 1� j � q,
and the matching procedure is thus successful.�
Lemma 23. The noncrossing bipartite matching algorithm takes time linear in the number
of vertices of the bipartite graph.
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ee of
w S(w)

1 {7}
2 {7}
3 {1,3,6,7}
4 {1,2,3,6,7}
5 {2}
6 {1,3,6}

w S(w)

7 {7}
8 {1,2,3,6,7}
9 {1,2,3,6,7}

10 {1,3,6}
11 {1,2,3,4,6,7}
12 {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}

w S(w)

13 {1,3,6}
14 {2}
15 {2}
16 {2,7}
17 {1,2,3,6,7,8}
18 {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}

Fig. 8. Ordered pattern treeP with m = 9 nodes (to the left) and text treeT with n = 18 nodes (to the right). Th
postorder number is show next to each node.

Proof. On an ordered bipartite graphG = (V ∪ W,E), the inner loop is executed at mo
|V | + |W | times and, thus, the number of edge existence tests made is linear in the n
of vertices ofG. �
Corollary 24. The constrained tree inclusion algorithm takes O(mn) time using O(mn)

additional space, on ordered trees with m and n nodes.

Proof. Let P andT be ordered trees with nodes{v1, v2, . . . , vm} and{w1,w2, . . . ,wn},
respectively. The time complexity of the algorithm is, byLemma 23, dominated by the
construction of a series of small maximum bipartite matching problems. Then, as
proof ofLemma 13, the time complexity of the algorithm is

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

O
(
outdeg(wi)outdeg(vj )

) =
n∑

i=1

O
(
m · outdeg(wi)

) = O(mn). �

Example 25. Consider the pattern treeP and text treeT shown inFig. 8. The constrained
tree inclusion algorithm computes the setS(w) of pattern nodesv such thatP [v] � T [w],
for each text nodew. Then, P � T , becauseroot(P ) = 9 ∈ {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} =
S(18) = S(root(T )) and, furthermore,root(P ) /∈ S(w) for all nonroot nodesw of T . That
is, the pattern is included in the text but not in any proper subtree of the text.

Again, as in the case of unordered trees, the output of the constrained ordere
inclusion algorithm, that is, the setS(w) of pattern nodesv such thatP [v] � T [w], for
each text nodew, is sufficient for obtaining the actual pattern as a constrained subtr
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Fig. 9. Constrained inclusion of an ordered pattern treeP with m = 9 nodes (to the left) in a text treeT with
n = 18 nodes (to the right). The postorder number is shown to the right of each node. Mapped text no
highlighted, with the postorder number of the corresponding pattern node shown to the left.

the text, in the form of a mapping of pattern nodes to text nodes. Those text nodes
no pattern node is mapped to can be deleted (in an appropriate order, to ensure th
degree-one and degree-two nodes are deleted) from the text to obtain the pattern.

The algorithm for constructing the node mapping underlying the solution to a
strained tree inclusion problem, carries over to ordered trees in a straightforward
The bipartite matching problems become noncrossing matching problems.

Corollary 26. The constrained tree inclusion construction algorithm takes O(mn) time
using O(mn) additional space, on ordered trees with m and n nodes.

Proof. Follows fromCorollary 17and the proof ofCorollary 24. �
Example 27. Consider again the pattern treeP with m = 9 nodes and text treeT with
n = 18 nodes ofExample 25, shown inFig. 9. The mapping of pattern nodes to text nod
produced by the constrained ordered tree inclusion construction algorithm, illustra
the drawing by highlighting mapped nodes in the text tree and showing to the left o
mapped node the postorder number of the pattern node which the text node is map
is the following:

v B(v) M(v) v B(v) M(v) v B(v) M(v)

9 – 18 4 11 11 8 17 17
1 4 3 2 9 8 6 13 13
5 12 12 3 10 10 7 16 16

B(v) is the text node associated with nonroot pattern nodev in the noncrossing bipartit
patching. The pattern tree can be obtained from the text tree by deleting all unm
nodes, that is, the nodes with postorder number 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 14, 15, for in
during a postorder traversal of the text tree.
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5. Conclusions

A constrained form of the tree inclusion problem is addressed in this paper in w
a pattern tree can be obtained from a text tree by deleting degree-one and deg
nodes and, in the case of unordered trees, by also permuting siblings. The cons
tree inclusion problem is more sensitive to the structure of the pattern tree than th
eral tree inclusion problem, in which there is no restriction of node degree for de
and, unlike the latter, can be solved in polynomial time for both unordered and or
trees.

Based on the restricted subtree homeomorphism algorithm of[11], an algorithm is given
that solves the constrained tree inclusion problem in O(m1.5n) time using O(mn) additional
space, on unordered trees withm andn nodes. The algorithm, which involves the soluti
of a series of small maximum bipartite matching problems, is extended to ordered tr
means of a simple algorithm to find a noncrossing matching covering one of the bip
sets in an ordered bipartite graph, a problem that is polynomially equivalent to a v
of the sequence inclusion problem, solving thus the constrained tree inclusion pr
in O(mn) time and space, on ordered trees withm andn nodes. The algorithm can b
improved using a result of[12] to run in O((m1.5/ logm)n) time, on trees labeled from a
alphabet of size bounded by a constant[13, Lemma 6].

The constrained tree inclusion algorithm also solves, with a minor modification
subtree isomorphism problem. While there are efficient algorithms for unordered s
isomorphism[12,23–25], known ordered subtree isomorphism algorithms solve the p
lem in a restricted form, in which a subtree is either a prefix of the tree[26,27] or the
whole tree rooted at a node[28–33]. Further details about unordered and ordered sub
isomorphism can be found in[17, Section 4.2].
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